60 GREAT ALL TIME SONGS FOR YOUR LISTENING AND DANCING PLEASURE

DICK HYMAN AT THE PIANO WITH RHYTHM ACCOMPANIMENT

SEE OTHER SIDE FOR COMPLETE LISTING
Here's the superb sixth installment of Dick Hyman's wonderful marathon-like series of long-playing records — each and every one devoted to sixty great all-time hit songs. And, the present volume is really outstanding, surveying as it does the wares of some of America's finest tunesmiths — tunesmiths (to mention a few represented here) like Hoagy Carmichael, Ralph Rainger, Johnny Green, Edward Heyman, Ned Washington, Victor Young, Leo Robin, Frank Loesser, Victor Schertzinger, Richard Whiting, Burton Lane, Ted Koehler, Arthur Johnston, Sam Coslow, Frederick Hollander, Louis Alter, Rudolph Friml, Johnny Mercer, Johnny Burke, Jimmy Van Heusen, Mack David, Sammy Fain, Irving Kahal, Arthur Freed, E. Y. Harburg, Dana Suesse, Richard Rodgers, Lorenz Hart, Harry Warren, Jay Livingston, Ray Evans, Harold Arlen and Ann Ronnell. Sounds like a "Who's Who" of American popular music — and you'll find the terrific line-up of songs a veritable "What's What"! Some of these hits are nostalgic favorites from memory lane, others are of more recent dating — all, however, deserve the designation of "all time great". Dick styles the music beautifully, giving it varied, relaxed, easy-on-the-ears treatment all the way.

The beat is perfect for those who wish to dance along — the mood is perfect for those who just plain want to listen. And, as with all five previous volumes in this series, you'll have plenty of fun testing the memories of guests with titles. There's a tip-top listening time to be had by all here — so, what are you waiting for? Get this platter to your turntable but quick!

ABOUT DICK HYMAN...

The versatile Dick Hyman was born in New York City in 1927... graduated from Columbia University in 1948... free-lanced with many orchestras and singers... joined Benny Goodman in the maestro's tour of Europe in 1950... currently on NBC staff as conductor pianist and organist, in addition to leading his own trio... has recorded with Leloy Holmes, Mary Mayo, Joni James and many well-known stars as well as in solo capacity... Dick's trio has won the Cashbox (music trade magazine) Award several times... Dick's M-G-M albums include:

- E3329—THE "UNFORGETTABLE" SOUND OF THE DICK HYMAN TRIO
- E3483—RED SAILS IN THE SUNSET
- E3366—LOVERS' WALTZ (Volume 5)
- E3367—LOVE (Volume 5)
- E3368—LOVERS' WALTZ (Volume 6)
- E3353—ROCKIN' SAX AND ROLLIN' ORGAN (with Sammy "The Man" Taylor)
- E3334—THE DICK HYMAN TRIO SONGS

This M-G-M High-Fidelity recording has been produced with techniques which insure the finest possible reproduction on high-fidelity reproducing equipment as well as reproducing equipment of standard quality. At each step of processing from the actual recording in the concert hall or studio to the final pressing, every attempt has been made to achieve and maintain proper balance and clarity throughout the range of dynamics which can be captured through modern recording techniques.
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1. ALL IN A DAY
2. LEARN TO KNOW
3. JUST ONE MORE CHANCE
4. LOVES ME, LOVES ME NOT
5. LANDLORD WALTZ
6. LADY IN WALTZ
7. LADY IN WALTZ
8. LADY IN WALTZ
9. LADY IN WALTZ
10. LADY IN WALTZ
11. LADY IN WALTZ
12. LADY IN WALTZ
13. LADY IN WALTZ
14. LADY IN WALTZ
15. LADY IN WALTZ
16. LADY IN WALTZ
17. LADY IN WALTZ
18. LADY IN WALTZ
19. LADY IN WALTZ
20. LADY IN WALTZ
21. LADY IN WALTZ
22. LADY IN WALTZ
23. LADY IN WALTZ
24. LADY IN WALTZ
25. LADY IN WALTZ
26. LADY IN WALTZ
27. LADY IN WALTZ
28. LADY IN WALTZ
29. LADY IN WALTZ
30. LADY IN WALTZ
31. LADY IN WALTZ
32. LADY IN WALTZ
33. LADY IN WALTZ
34. LADY IN WALTZ
35. LADY IN WALTZ
36. LADY IN WALTZ
37. LADY IN WALTZ
38. LADY IN WALTZ
39. LADY IN WALTZ
40. LADY IN WALTZ
41. LADY IN WALTZ
42. LADY IN WALTZ
43. LADY IN WALTZ
44. LADY IN WALTZ
45. LADY IN WALTZ
46. LADY IN WALTZ
47. LADY IN WALTZ
48. LADY IN WALTZ
49. LADY IN WALTZ
50. LADY IN WALTZ
51. LADY IN WALTZ
52. LADY IN WALTZ
53. LADY IN WALTZ
54. LADY IN WALTZ
55. LADY IN WALTZ
56. LADY IN WALTZ
57. LADY IN WALTZ
58. LADY IN WALTZ
59. LADY IN WALTZ
60. LADY IN WALTZ
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E3588 Side 2

1. LOVE IN BLOOM
2. I REMEMBER YOU
3. NEW KID
4. YOU'VE BEEN MINE
5. TANGERINE

33 1/3 R.P.M.

UNBREAKABLE